
Hi, I’m David, originally from Norfolk. I decided to come to the University of Chichester to study 

Theatre. Chichester stood out to me for its vibrant community feel and close links to 

the Festival Theatre (not to forget the notorious WSIHE Wednesday)! Although only in my first year, I 

have achieved a lot as FYSO, supporting changes to accommodation, catering facilities and generally 

getting the student voice heard by those who need to hear it.   As your SU President, I'd like to offer 

more than just what's in my manifesto; this is where you come in – your thoughts and requirements 

are my main priorities in this election campaign and throughout my time as your President.  I have 

many ideas for my manifesto – it's easy to come up with suggestions from my perspective, but I 

need to know that what you want, is what you're getting from your university experience!  

 

 

  Housing and Accommodation – This is a massive point that requires a substantial amount 

of work – it creates no end of stress and can be unnerving, even for 2nd and 3rd years! It is a 

priority of mine to make this process less stressful and more useful. 

 Inter-Campus Transport – As your SU President I’d like to work on the transport between 

BRC and BOC as, according to many students, it is not good enough – yes, the UniFlyer, the 

U8 and the U7 are all OK but for students who wish to party at Zeebar and not worry about 

getting back to Barbara Smith Halls, life is difficult for them. They need to leave the SU early 

on busy nights to make sure they get their bus!  

 Students Union - The SU is great, especially at Chichester with Zee Bar being available for 

such awesome nights with cheap drinks, both soft and alcoholic... However, on busy nights: 

WSIHE Wednesday, Foam Party, Paint Party, etc... we could do with having more space, not 

only to improve your experience but to increase capacity so it needn't be reduced to 1 in 1 

out as it is so frequently.  

 2nd/3rd year peer mentors in subjects – Going to an academic advisor can be an 

uncomfortable or daunting experience, particular if you feel intimidated by your allocated 

AA – this is why I propose the idea for returning students to help out and become peer 

mentors in each subject so that first years can develop a network within the university and, 

perhaps, increase graduate prospects for all. 

As I say, these are just a few of the issues that need to be brought to the attention of the 

University and Students' Union but if you do have further ideas/points or questions, let me 

know: 

DMIDDLE1@stu.chi.ac.uk 

Please remember to vote, you can do this by logging onto the SU website from Monday 19th 

February at: ucsu.org 

 

Offering even more. 
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